After confronting each other as enemies during the Korean War, South Korea and China established diplomatic relations in 1992, forty years after fighting had ended. Around this time, the Chinese city of Dandong near the northern border of the Korean peninsula erected a memorial to observe the fortieth anniversary of the Korean War. In the twenty years since, China has become South Korea's primary economic partner and its largest market for exports. In effect, the memory of wartime hostility has coexisted with the reality of economic cooperation. This article examines how the Korean War, known in China as the "War to Resist U.S. Aggression and Aid Korea," is commemorated by the war memorials in China, with a specific focus on the memorial in Dandong. It also discusses how North and South Korea have responded to the contrasting perspectives on the war embodied by these memorials, and it concludes with some reflections about how the memory of war can be restructured to convey a message of peace for the future.
After a two-year construction period, on July 25, 1993, the opening ceremony for the MRUAK was finally held. The city name of Dandong was removed from the memorial's full name to emphasize its status as the only single-themed memorial on the Korean War in all of China. Although the memorial's opening ceremony was originally scheduled for Korean War Armistice Day, in commemoration of the fortieth anniversary of "victory" in the war, the actual opening date was advanced by two days to allow the Chinese to attend the commemoration held in North Korea. Hu Jintao, the first secretary of the Central Secretariat of the CCP, participated in the opening ceremony in Dandong, after which he led the CCP delegation to take part in the North Korean "Victory Day" celebrations in Pyongyang on July 27.
The MRUAK is comprised of a monument tower, exhibition hall, and panoramic mural gallery. The memorial site is 180,000 square meters with a floor area of 13,790 square meters. The monument tower stands 53 meters high in symbolic commemoration Jung 69 Cross-Currents: East Asian History and Culture Review E-Journal No. 14 (March 2015) • (http://cross-currents.berkeley.edu/e-journal/issue-14) of the armistice's signing in 1953. The base was designed to be 10.25 meters in diameter to commemorate October 25 as the date of Chinese entry into the war, with 1,014 stones to represent the number of days in battle. The base consists of five levels to stand for the five important battles during the war, and the bottom of the tower bears the inscription "Great Spirit of RUAK" in both Chinese and Korean. The arches at the top of the tower symbolize the CPVA's triumphal return. The front of the tower features calligraphy expressing peace, victory, and friendship, while that on the back expresses appreciation for the CPVA's contribution. The two sides of the tower bear inscriptions commemorating RUAK and peace. When the memorial opened, there was a debate regarding the wording of the messages inscribed on this tower, specifically regarding the depiction of the U.S. Seventh Fleet's blockade of the Taiwan Strait, which occurred soon after the Korean War broke out in June 1950. The debate centered on whether the U.S. action should be described as an "invasion" or an "entry" into Chinese territorial waters. This was a major concern for Jiang Zemin, the top Chinese leader at the time, who approached the matter in terms of principle, warning that if not corrected immediately, the expression could lead to diplomatic problems. In the end, the Chinese leadership went with "invasion," maintaining the conventional Chinese narrative that the Korean War resulted from an American invasion.
To sum up, the memorialization project spatializing RUAK memory in China began as a form of local history between 1958 and 1966, shut down during the Cultural Revolution, and eventually expanded into a national memorial with the decision to renovate in 1984. There are several interesting points to be observed from this history.
First, even though the MRUAK should have had significant meaning during the Cold War, it did not sufficiently function as a device of political propaganda due to the downfall of Peng Dehuai, the chief commander of the war, during the Cultural Revolution. Second, although the memorial opened in the post-Cold War era, the decisions about the actual construction and exhibition were made during a transitory period after China had established diplomatic ties with the United States but before normalization with South Korea. The memorial therefore replicates the same stance as China held during the war, criticizing the American invasion as an imperialist act. This shows that the construction of the MRUAK was most significant within the context of state formation and nation building in China, rather than in the context of international politics.
Changes in the Exhibitions at the MRUAK
War memorials are situated in the field of cultural politics, relatively autonomous from realpolitik. War memorials perform a pedagogical function: the various and fragmented experiences of war participants are standardized, constructed, and materialized as a hegemonic war memory, presenting a specific frame to an audience that includes those who have no war experiences on which to base their understanding. At the memorial, multilayered and complicated readings take place, with audience members navigating the discrepancies between the "truth" of the war and the represented experiences of war memories.
To be more specific, the exhibition at the MRUAK is interesting in that it shows us not only China's perspective on the Korean War but also its views on modern Chinese history. The exhibition spaces at the MRUAK include the space inside the monument tower and that of the exhibition hall. General visitors can easily miss the exhibition inside the monument tower, which is located outside the main route. However, it is in that small space that the unequal treaties China signed after the Opium Wars are listed: the Treaty of Nanking (1842), the Treaty of Aigun (1858) China's history of unequal treaties; hence, the signing of this agreement is highlighted as a historic event that enabled China to overcome its disgraceful past.
The exhibition hall at the center of the memorial consists of the entrance gallery, which displays China's perspective on RUAK, the WRUAK Gallery, the Movement to This kind of war history is different from that of the United States or South Korea, and also different from that of North Korea, as will be shown in the remainder of this article. What is worth noting here is that the exhibition displays detailed evidence of American germ warfare and antiwar demands made by American prisoners of war. There is an especially large amount of material presented on germ warfare waged primarily in North Korea but, the exhibit claims, also in Manchuria. These displays on germ warfare have existed since the 1950s.
The Movement to RUAK Gallery shows mass mobilization during the war in the name of RUAK. China's perception of the United States shifted from "worship" during World War II and the formation of the Allied forces, into "fear" during the Chinese civil war era, and then into "resistance" during the Korean War. As this transition occurred in a very short period of time, Chinese authorities had great difficulty persuading the public. In order to enlist young people into the army and send them to China and achieving the modernization of the Chinese army. During the RUAK period, patriotism and internationalism were part of the education implemented in China with the participation of the youth. All the people joined the movement to increase production and practice frugality to contribute to the war effort, supporting not only the war but also the recovery and development of the national economy and social reforms.
The panoramic mural gallery displays the Ch'ŏngch'ŏn River battle scene and is equipped with audio devices. This kind of 360-or 180-degree panoramic painting is one of the important features characteristic of war exhibitions in socialist countries.
In 1998, a new tribute-"To the most lovable person"-was added at the entrance to the memorial. Who is this "most lovable person," and where did this The opening ceremony was attended by some 500 people (United News, October 31, 2013). As seen in the cases of Beijing and Shanghai, it is unlikely that the memorialization of RUAK will experience a downturn in China today; rather, the construction of memorials commemorating RUAK is likely to grow in the context of China's economic growth and need for local identity.
Responses and Challenges to the MRUAK

Tension and Conflict with North Korea
The opening of the Dandong MRUAK in 1993 calls for an examination of its significance, not only in China's domestic politics, but also in international relations, concept of "resisting U.S. aggression and aiding Korea" would not be pleasing from its perspective. While "resisting U.S. aggression" is a value shared by China and North Korea, "aiding Korea" is one-sided. From this time on, whenever relations soured between North Korea and China, North Korea expressed its discontent by stressing that North Korea supported the CCP before the founding of the PRC and highlighting its support during the early stages of the Chinese civil war, when the CCP was embattled by the Kuomintang. From North Korea's position, the "aid" 
Responses from the Media and Citizens in South Korea
In This kind of media coverage shows just how China's exhibit of "victory in battle" stimulates nationalism among South Koreans. It also suggests that the flag should be returned to South Korea as relations develop between China and South Korea, requiring that the hostile memory of the past be reconstructed according to present demands. This kind of reaction among South Koreans provokes deeper reflection on the spectatorship embodied by the MRUAK.
Border Tourism and Globalized Spectatorship
Since 2000, Dandong has expanded as quickly as other cities in China. As a hub for transborder commerce in northern China, Dandong draws an increasing number of businesspeople and tourists from other parts of China, South Korea, and North Korea.
The Dandong government has attempted to grow the city's tourist industry by promoting border tourism. Through this endeavor, historical war sites have been restored, and the MRUAK stands at the center of a network of battlefield tourism, rather than simply being a site of war memory.
According to Archives News (September 7, 2000) , between 1993 and early 2000 there were about 700,000 visitors to the Dandong MRUAK, including those from North Korea, South Korea, the United States, Japan, and Romania. While the Chinese government sees the site as an important base for patriotic education, local governments are increasingly seeing such sites in terms of border tourism and battlefield tourism, and this perspective was reflected in the renovations of the MRUAK in 2002. At that time, the principles of renovation emphasized the importance of paying attention to appearance and taste to captivate strong emotions, in addition to ideology, artistry, science, and education. In coordination with travel agencies, the MRUAK began to cater to tourists.
Not only the inside exhibition space, but also the external grounds, were renovated to accommodate travel and leisure. While Chinese students and soldiers comprised the main visitors to the MRUAK until the 1990s, after 2000, the number of international tourists from South Korea, Japan, and the United States increased. This demographic change affected not only the exhibition but also the programming, so that there was now a The newly built monument was inscribed "For Peace" (爲了和平) instead of "Resist U.S. Aggression and Aid Korea to Protect Our Homes and Defend the Country" (抗美援朝 保家衛國). A Dandong official explained, "The new monument embodies the hope to make Dandong a city symbolizing peace." The new monument seems to reflect China's changed perspective to seek a new relationship with North Korea, beyond the framework of blood alliance. (Yonhap News, October 15, 2006) What is worth considering here is the meaning of the newly inscribed "peace." It is unclear whether the expression "For Peace," inscribed at the feet of Peng Dehuai and the CPVA soldiers, is past tense or future tense, and whose peace it is meant to refer to. What seems threatening about this "peace" is the men's offensive stance at the entrance to the bridge, suggesting that China could reenter the Korean peninsula at any time. effort to alleviate past hostility and achieve reconciliation. There is strong demand for the Korean War armistice system to be replaced by a peace system in order to establish a peaceful regional community in East Asia. For that to happen, war memories of hostility and alliance would need to be critically reconstructed. In the case of war memorials, this means that they would need to overcome individual state-centric memories of war through a mutual exchange of perspectives, and an analytical framework would need to be developed that enables the coexistence of multiple views.
A fundamental critique of the MRUAK must include a consideration of the degree to which the exhibition fully reflects the facts of the Korean War. When the memorial reopened in 1993, scholarship on the Korean War saw a rapid development, with troves of documents becoming available following the opening of the Soviet archives (Goncharov, Lewis, and Xue 1993) . While the MRUAK claims to have taken these new studies into account with repeated updates to the exhibition, these efforts have #AKS-2010-DZZ-3103. 
